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The Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture

Founded in 1925 & named a National Historic Landmark in 2017, the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture is one of the world’s leading, & oldest, cultural institutions devoted to the research, preservation, & exhibition of materials focused on the African American, African Diaspora, & African experiences.
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Title: Black Womanhood: The Syllabus
Captured 3 times between Sep 13, 2018 and Sep 14, 2018
Creator: Jessica Marie Johnson and Marsha S. Jones

Title: The Black Lives Canada Syllabus // #BlackLivesCDNSyllabus
URL: http://docs.google.com/document/d/1Basa9p6API456dZtojx2OORpa3YZa4ASH0LIP3OgB-mo/mobilebasic?pref=2&pli=1
Description: This is a collection of multiple resources to help illuminate the context of black life and black history in Canada because “crowd-sourced syllabi are acts of resistance.” This hashtag was developed by for a Anthony Morgan, a lawyer and community advocate, after questions surrounding the necessity of Black Lives Matter Toronto sparked off after the group’s protests at Pride on July 30th. You can read more about the origins of this project in Morgan’s interview with The Toronto Star here. The compilation of materials from this crowd-sourced syllabi were compiled by and will continue to be updated by Huda Hassan.
Captured 2 times between Sep 13, 2018 and Sep 13, 2018
Group: Google Syllabus
Creator: Huda Hassan

Creator: Shomberg Center for Research in Black Culture

Archived since: Oct, 2017

Description: Collection of syllabi and reading lists related to publicly produced and crowd-sourced content highlighting race, police violence, and other social justice issues within the Black community.

Subjects: Sociology & Culture, Blogs & Social Media, Policing & Human Rights, Syllabi, Reading Lists
Final Thoughts

- Successes
- Challenges
- Next Steps...
Where every month is Black History Month.